
ELWE Technik GmbH

ELWE Technik GmbH is a medium sized enterprise with about
60 years experience in development, production and sales of
technical educational systems and teachware.

ELWE was the pioner in such educational systems and is regarded
today as a nucleus for the german dual education system.

Our products are exclusively developed under our supervision at
our premises in Schandelah near Braunschweig. They are produced
by specialized technicians and undergo an intensive and acute in
house quality control before leaving our stores.

The ELWE systems promote the principle of "learning with all senses",
which means, the student is practically trained on set-ups made
up of industrial components. This gives him a strong background
and allows him a smooth transition into his practical profession.

Our products are sustainable and stand up to the tradition and
quality of "Made in Germany". They have a timeless design, an
exceptionally long life and are largely maintenance free. They are
reasonably priced, but are not low price products.

The ELWE Technik GmbH operates globally. Moreover, after a
complete change in the shareholdership and the management about
a year ago, we defined the Arab World to be our major activity
point of focus.

At present we are closely working with the Foundation of Technical
Education (FTE) in Iraq and the Technical and Vocational Training
Corporation (TVTC) in Saudi Arabia. We are also represented in
Egypt, Syria and Tunisia, and have recently built close relationships
with Iran, as well.

Although we see ourselves only partly as suppliers of systems for
technical education and training, our basic competency lies primarily
in comprehensively supporting our clients in project development
and escorting.

Being involved already in the project planning stage, we are able
to present a conclusive plan from start to end - from
conceptualisation up to training the trainer - a plan that we can
financially account for and execute in a modular step-wise fashion.
Moreover, our aim is to accompany graduates and coach them,
for example in establishing their own business.

This task is taken up by the German Training Academy (GTA),
a subsidiary of ELWE Technik.

Our training program covers all relevant areas of technical
engineering and offers the possibility, both from content as well as
location, to be adjusted individually according to the needs of the
client. Trainers for these tasks are selected professionals from
within our company staff as well as from our rich network of external
experts.
We are also pleased to offer our help in establishing contacts to
renowned universities and colleges in Germany and in assisting
trainees through goal-oriented coaching.

Training system
“Profibus with PLC, motor and gear“

Training system “Wind Generator“

Training system “Sensoric“

Examples of our products

Training system “CAN BUS“ Training system “Photovoltaic“

Our experimental systems

Wall systems

Panel systems Modular systems Plug-in systems

Portable systems Automotive section model

Laboratory Furnishing and Training Stations


